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We have conatructed a phyalcal model to explain tha tunneling currant oscillations reported by 
Hickmott at. al. [Phye. «av. Lett. 21. 2053] for GaAa/AlCaAa hetaroatructuraa la high ma e d c 
flelda. He propoae that the periodic structure observed la due to apaca charge which bullda -> la 
the undepleted layer when elactroaa enter It with energy juat below the phonon emission three. Id. 
Such electrona Interact with the lattice to fom polarooa whoae energy la pinned to the phono* 
energy, and thua have a very anall group velocity. The polaron affect la strongly enhanced by the 
confinement of the electron* by the strong magnetic field. He Infer from tha currant-voltage dsta 
that moat of the tunneling current fIowa through a small area of tha sample. Tha combined moc I 
glvea reaaonabla quantitative agreement with experiment. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Hlckmott et. al. recently reported peri

odic structure in the tunneling current of 
GaAa-AlxG*x-xAa heterojunctlona which they 
identified with sequential longitudinal-
optical phonon emssion.1 Sequential phonon 
emiaalon waa previously observed in point-
contact junctions by Cavenett et. al. 2 and In 
recent experiments on In-InCaAa junctions by 
Lu et. al. 3 The heterojunctlon experiment 
dlffera from these In that it happens only 
when a strong magnetic flald (>4T) la applied 
end occurs in the controlled environment of a 
sample grown by molecular beam epitaxy. This 
experiment haa attracted attention4 because 
it is difficult to understand the mechanism 
by which sequentlel phonon amission affecta 
the tunneling current. Electrona are believed 
to tunnel through the 200* barrier and ac
celerate balllatically through a one micron 
lightly doped region. Each time an accelerated 
electron's kinetic energy reaches the longi
tudinal-optical phonon energy of 0.036 eV, the 
electron la thought to emit e phonon and 
stop. Tha difficulty with this picture la 

that the phonon emlaaiona occur after the 
electrona have tunnelled. To understand thia 
experiment, we suet explain how the phonon 
emiaalon communicatee with the tunnel barrier. 
Two poeeibllltlea Immediately present them
selves: 

1) The emission of pbonons quantuarmech-
anically reflects the electrons back through 
the barrier. 

2) Electrona stopped by phonon emission 
produce a apace charge which modulataa tha 
electric field at the tunnel barrier. 

The firat possibility may be ruled out 
in thia experiment because the barrier trans-
mlttanca ia too low. Using a tunnel barrier 
height of o-0.4eV and defining h2d^/2m*-t. 
thia glvea a barrier tranamittance of |T| 2-
exp(-2Qd)«10_16, where d-200i la the barrier 
thickness. This leaves the space charge ef
fect ea the prime candidate. On the other 
hand, an elementary estimate of the magnitude 
size of the apace charge shows that it would 
be 10 6 tinea too email to explain ths data. 
In thia paper we point out thet there la evi
dence in the data that the apace charge 
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FICUU 1 
Inergy diagram of tha heterojunctlon device at 
an appllad voltage V. Moat of tha voltage drop 
la acxoaa tha daplatlon layer w, with tha re
mainder Vg falllnf across tha barrier. 

mechanism Is In quantitative afraaaant with 
tha existing axpariaantal data. Ha argue 
that tha currant Is vary inhomogeneous, and 
that tha spaca charge effect la further en
hanced by a reduction In the electron veloc
ity by formation of polarona In large mag
netic fields.5 

II. tMGMETIC FREEZE-OUT 
•lckmott et. al. reported the observa

tion of magnetic freexecut of the lightly 
doped region of the device and Invoked tt to 
help explain tha role of the magnetic field 
in producing phonon oscillations of the cur
rant. We believe that freese-out does not 
occur on the time scale of the tunneling ex
periment, and thus that It does not facilitate 
the observation of sequential pbooon eaiasion. 

In the experiment, electrons tunnel from 
a metallic n + region of Sl-doped Cats through 
a 200* barrier of Al^fi*^^ into a one mi
cron lightly doped region of GaAs which Is 
contacted by another n + layer from the back. 
The doping density N D In the lightly doped re
gion is approximately lO^cm"^. 

In the absence of a magnetic field, the 
lightly doped region) depletes classically. 
This is illustrated by the bend* diagram In 
Fig. 1. In classical depletion, donors are 

totally ionized and swept away by any electric 
field present. The voltage drop occurs across 
a totally ionized layer of width V next to the 
barrier, while the remaining volume is free of 
electric fields and remains neutral. The de
pletion width W adjusts Itself to make the 
total potential drop equal to the appllad 
voltage. The electric field E at tha tunnel 
barrier is then 

I - qKoH/e - (2qK DV/c> 1 / 2 (1) 

which leads to a differential capacitance C of 

C - A<cqK D/2V) 1 / 2 <2) 
where A - «xl0~*cm2 Is the sample area andc 
13eo. Depletion causes the electric field 
at the tunnel barrier to be larger than it 
would be In the absence of depletion, with a 
specific functional form for the enhancement 
of the electric field given by equation 1. 
Tha zero magnetic field capacitance data of 
Hlckeott at. al. are well fit by thia classi
cal depletion model, using N D-l.lxl0 1 5cm" 3. 

As the magnetic field increases, the en
hancement of the capacitance due to depletion 
diminishes until, in the high-field limit, it 
becomes constant at the vslue 

C - cA/L - *.7pF (3) 

here L - lum is the thickness of the lightly 
doped region. This is exactly the behavior 
one would expect if donors were not ionizing. 
We believe that tha capacitance behavior meas
ured by Hickmott St. al. is not freeze out of 
the donors. At intermediate field strengths, 
where the depletion behavior is less clear-
cut, we find that tha capacitance data ia fit 
well by an expression of the form 

C - eA/(D+W) (4) 

where 0 is a length that grows continuously 
from zero to one micron as the magnetic field 
lncreasaa. This is not tha behavior one 
would expect from freeze-out, but rather that 
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expected if tha capacltaoca measurement la 
dona faatar than tha donors can loalsa. Bow-
ever, tha etroageet evidence against fraexe-
out la tha lncoapatiblllty of tha capacitance 
and tunnelling measurements. I' wa aaaume 
that the saaple at 1*T la frotea out and thus 
that the electric field at the tunnel barrier 
la proportional to the applied voltage V, then 
E14T " V H J / L . The aaaaurad tir.uiel current 
Il4T«xparlwant(V) la then a readout of the 
barrier conductance which one say use with 
the known depletion physics to predict tha 
tunnel current at OT: 

^theory " I n T < « P * r l » " t > l 2 < v I v > 1 / 2 l < 5> 
where V t - q»nL2/2e - 0.75V Is the roltage 
at which the lightly doped region la entirely 
depleted. Thla expression overestimate* tha 
OT current by about an order of magnitude. 
Thus, either the eemple ia not frosen out or 
the tunnel conductance ia strongly magnetic 
field dependent. 

III. ANALYSIS OF TUNNELING CUUENT 
The currant through a tunnel barrier of 

the type occurring in Hickaott'e experiment 
la expected to be proportional to the square 
of tha field at the barrier. The beat evidence 
that this is the ease In the experiment la 
that the current-voltage curves at different 
•agnatic field can be mapped onto one another 
by the transformation: 

I * <I 1 / 2-S> 2 (6) 
as shown in Fig. 2. The physical content of 
this transformation is that the magnetic field 
lowers the potential drop across the barrier 
by a constant proportional to S. He find 
B« H 2. 

Classical depletion, ea exhibited by the 
zero magnetic field capacitance data of Hlck-
mott et. al., pradlcta E«VQ Z . - Clven that 
I«E 2, we would expect the current to be 

0 0.1 <U 0.5 M M OS 0.7 
V*M*ll«Mb) 

FICUIE 2 
(a) Current versus voltage as a function of 
magnetic field from Bickmott's data. The cur
rent decrease* with Increasing field strength. 
(b) Napping of the current-voltage curves of 
Fig. 6a onto a single curve via the transfor
mation I * (l 1' 2-*.) 2. 

directly proportional to V. Aa seen in Fig. 
2, this ie not the case. The actual current 
is quadratic in V for V<0.4V, ao that E b«V. 
However, the OT capacitance deta indicates 
E ^ V 1 ' 2 . At low voltages the locel electric 
field producing the current Is smaller than 
the average electric field meaausred by the 
cepacltance. Thla preecncs the difficulty 
that the electric field producing the tunnel
ing Is weaker than the average electric field. 
The only way this Is possible is If the polnc 
of tunneling hes a higher than average conduc-
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K G U U 3 
'Window" model of inhoBOgCMous tunneling. 
Electrons tunnel through a high conductance 
region of the barrier and neutralize a cy
linder of radius R. 
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FIGURE 4 
Current at 0T as calculated f roe the "window" 
model, shown by "x"s, with the Matured 0T 
curve in solid. The agreement Is good for a 
circular window of radius 0.7Su. 

tance. The electric field sight then be 
lower there because current pouring through 
the "window" neutralised donors and prevents 
depletion fro* occurring. To illustrate this 
behavior, let us consider a aodel in which 
electrons tunnel only through a single small 
circular region of radius K where the tunnel 
barrier la thinner than average, aa llluatrat-
sd In Fig. 3. We assuae that Impurity atoas 
In the cylindrical path of the tunnelling 

electrons are neutralized. For a depletion 
layer of else w, the electric field In the 
center of the cylinder at the tunnel barrier 
will be 

E - V R[(V/V»+l) 1 / 2-l] 
(7) 

where 
1 qN„«.2/2t (8) 

describes the voltage at which the I-v curve 
goes from quadratic to linear, and Is a direct 
measure of the hole else P.. Since I«EZ, 

I - lotd+V/Vj) 1' 2-!] 2 (9) 
Oaing a hole radius of 0.75u, we obtain the 
cloae fit to the data, shown in Fig. «. This 
•odel "ust not be taken too literally, but it 
does demonstrate how inhomogeneous tunnelling 
helps us to make sens* of the experimental 
deta. 

Note that a hole size of In 2 Increases the 
charge density of the tunnelling electrons by 
a factor of more than 10*, compared to the 
case of uniform tunneling. This dramatically 
increases the space chsrgc effects of tunnel
ing electrons stopped by phonon emission. 

IV. PERIODIC STRUCTURE IK CURRENT 
To understand why oscillations In the 

current occur only when a magnetic field is 
applied, we being by considering the motion 
of an electron through a polar lattice In the 
presence of a strong magnetic field. In the 
absence of clectron-phonon coupling, we can 
distinguish two types of states in the semi
conductor. For kinetic energies below the 
phonon energy, the state of the system is that 
of a free electron with no phonons. When the 
kinetic energy reaches the phonon energy, the 
zero- phonon, one-electron state la degener
ate with states consisting of on* phonon and 
a zero energy electron. These two types of 
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•cataa arc represented by the solid lines of 
Flf. *. The electron-phooon interaction in a 
polar semiconductor such aa GaA* alms these 
two types of states to produce a new state 
with a lower energy. The dashed lines of Flf. 
* show the new states with energies pinned be
low the phonon energy, as a function of Magne
tic field. 

For GaAs, the energy splitting Induced by 
the electron-phonon Interaction in the ab
sence of a •agnatic field la miniscule. When 
the free electrons are confined to one dimen
sion by a magnetic field, the energyb lowering 
is strongly enhanced because of the large (in 
fact divergent) density of states at xaro 
energy. The curves of Fig. * are the result 
of a variational calculation^ of the disper
sion relation for the single electron-phonon 
system in the large magnetic field case, cor
responding to the experimental conditions. 
An important consequence of this dispersion 
relation Is that the region just below the 
phonon energy has a negative effective mass. 
This means that a small electric field paral
lel to the magnetic field can have the par
adoxical effect of slowing the polaron un
der conditions that would accelerata a free 
electron. The group velocity is given by 
the slope of the dispersion curves of Fig. 
5. The velocity peeks near k-kjxjt where 
h 2k? 1 0/2a*-0.036«V l end then quickly falls 
asymptotically to zaro. 

In the presence of strong electric fields 
or phonon decay mechanises, the polaron can 
break up Into a free electron plua a reel pho
non. In regions with large electric fields, 
the polaron can gain enough energy iroe the 
electric field to itake the transition to the 
free electro' tate. In the absence of elec
tric fields, we expect that the emission of a 
real phonon occurs when the energy uncertainty 
for phonon decay equals the energy gap between 

jmw< T77TT7-rr7 
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FICUKE 5 
Energy-momentum dispersion relation for polar
on as a function of magnetic field. The solid 
lines represent unperturbed zero and one pho
non state. The electron-phonon interaction 
mixta these atates to produce a new state with 
a lower energy, shown by the dashed lines. 

the polaron and iree electron states, since 
the rate for en LO phonon in GaAs to decay 
into acoustic phonons is about 7ps&, the ener
gy uncertainty is roughly 0.1 maV. This Is 
small enough ao that at the Magnetic field 
strengths used in this experiment, the veloc
ity cf the polerons csn be decreesed by a fac
tor of more than 100 compared to the peak 
velocity. Since the tunneling current is 
continuous, this implies thst a large charge 
denalty must accumulate in the field-free 
relgon. The resultant apace charge can then 
feed back to the tunnel barrier and modulate 
the current. This occurs when polarons are 
injected into the undepleted region with an 
energy just below the phonon energy so that 
they drift with very small group velocities. 
This produces a charge density 6p of tunnel
ing electrons: 

Sp «J/v D (io> 

where J is the current density and v D is the 
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FIGUIE 6 
(a) Current diffsEcnces aeasured by Hlckaott 
as a function of magnetic field. Ha have 
plotted J(H)-J(4T) In order to sake the pho-
non oscillations easily visible, (b) Current 
rent differences, J(H)-J(4T), ss calculated 
froa theory. Dip depth and width have been 
scaled to fie experiaent. 

drift velocity of the polarona. We estiaste 
the strength of the space charge .electric 
field to be 

a - (L-w)2«p/2eL (12) 

reaeaberlng that the voltage drop across the 
device is fixed at a given value V. Since 
J-*2, this produces a drop in the current 
of magnitude 

S3 - 2J«E/E ~ lvn (13) 

The size of the current dip depends on 
the magnetic field through the drift velocity 
vn which, in turn, csn be read off the disper
sion curve. When V approaches s multiple of 
the phonon energy, the polarona injected into 
the undepleted region are at the energy such 
thf.t their velocities begin to approach zero. 
The alnlaua drift velocity, and thus the aax-
laua current dip, can be determined hy ualng 

the phonon decay tin* aa a cutoff for the dis
persion curve. For 14T, we find this velocity 
to be 4.32x10* ca/s, using a 7 pa decay time. 
This works out tci a SE/E of about .005, com
pared to an experimental value of about .02, 
ualng the hole size parameters given above to 
estlaate the current density et 0.3V. The 
discrepancy is not large considering the cru
dity of the model. Figure 6 shows the agree
ment with experiment attainable by the theory. 
The dips have been scaled up to aatch experi
aent by using a phonon lifetime of 25 ps. 
lOaV of broadening have also been put in. 
The dependence of the dip depth on magnetic 
field and voltage are modelled very well. 
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